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In doing so, we shift from confrontation to collaboration ... We need to exhibit a hero’s courage in different ways: to raise an issue directly and respectfully; to enter the uncomfortable place we ...
Once Upon A Conflict: The Journey from Confrontation to Collaboration
Conflict makes many people so uncomfortable ... new and different solution that benefits you equally. Collaboration can result in new and creative solutions that satisfy both sides and improve ...
Conflict Control & Organizational Strategy
In today's unsettled world, there is not a more compelling case than direct collaboration with Somaliland, a nation strategically located along the Gulf of Aden in the Horn of Africa that celebrated ...
East Africa's Ray of Hope in a Challenging Year for Democracy | Opinion
And it’s something that none of us can avoid. Whether it’s determining the terms of a new deal, overcoming conflict with colleagues or partners ... sides are willing to work together and build a ...
From conflict to win-win: how to negotiate more effectively
Decades of conflict and violence ... the size of the problem In collaboration with the University of Gulu, the team delivered an extensive public and patient engagement programme to gain insight into ...
Sharing ideas to counter the cost of conflict
The result is negative perceptions within the business and a framework of ‘institutionalised conflict’, where ... driven flexibility and collaboration. But it’s also highlighted what is ...
Use creative technology to bridge the gap between marketing and procurement
Research at The University of Manchester is mobilising, empowering and connecting people living in some of the world’s ... supports creative communities to sustain their practice through creative ...
Supporting, developing and promoting artists from conflict zones
Around 500 pupils of a Dubai school participated in a social initiative launched by an India-based non-governmental organisation (NGO), Pure Living, where they used their creative skills to stitch ...
Dubai students make 500 kits for needy infants in conflict-hit countries
When matched with the band’s gorgeously jangly collision of country and folk-rock and dreamy psychedelia, the result is story-songs graced with raw humanity, wildly offbe... On the title and ...
CONFLICT
Replacing Hypercompetition with Collaboration Let’s return to the question of the ... and Associate Professor at the Institute for Conflict Resolution at Lipscomb University and as President of ...
Collaboration is the Future
Right in the beginning of the vlog, Heart recalled her mom's last interview on YouTube, which the Kapuso Queen of Creative Collaboration described as ... According to PEP.ph, the old conflict between ...
Heart and mom Cecile both agree: Past problems between them were 'a nightmare'
In the show’s pilot, Ian and Poppy find themselves in conflict over Poppy’s last ... This focus on creative collaboration comes to the fore in two standout episodes that branch beyond the ...
Mythic Quest Understands the Art of Creation as a Collaborative Process
Art and design researchers at Ulster University have a strong tradition of collaboration and engagement on a regional, national and international basis. Many of our current projects involve industry ...
Art and Design Research Collaboration
They also erode the quality of relationships between coworkers, undermine collaboration ... a consultancy that designs creative strategies for equity and justice and faculty at NYU’s Gallatin School.
Building a Culture of Accountability
According to Hayden, ‘it’s not that drinking and brewing by ... as well as more collaborative and creative. Moving on from potential past influences of drugs on our species, what can modern ...
Psychology Today
Dad's Garage Theater Company has announced a new collaboration with Artist-in-Residency Serenbe ... where the artists will host a casual discussion about their creative practices. More information on ...
Several Dad's Garage Artists Selected For Weeklong Project Residency at Artist-in-Residence Serenbe
How has women’s ... conflict in Darfur. However, to understand what can be done going forward, I would direct readers to current reports from humanitarian agencies, who often work in ...
Achieving gender equality within global health
It’s our pandemic song, really. We went back-and-forth on a lot of things, a lot of effort went into making Dimension. By collaboration ... So there’s a bit of conflict there, and there ...
JAE5 talks Dimension success, Grammy win and future projects: "Collaboration is key"
Geng's black comedy follows the path a collection of offbeat characters take as their fates cross, and they go from conflict to friendship ... and to share the creative process with Chinese ...
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